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Introduction
The purpose of this procedures manual is to provide sub-grantees with an overview of the CDBG
program, as well as providing pertinent information that the City will require for the successful
completion of projects.
We trust that this procedures manual will aid you in your understanding of the CDBG program,
and assist you with organization of your program. We look forward to working together toward
a common goal of successful projects.

Program Overview
The primary objective of Title 1 of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974, as
amended, and of the Community Development Block Grant Program is the development of
viable communities, by the provision of decent housing and a suitable living environment and
expanding economic opportunities, principally for persons of low- and moderate-income.
CDBG funds must be used for activities that meet one of the following national objectives.
National Objectives
- Benefiting low- and moderate-income persons
- Preventing or eliminating slums or blight
- Meeting an urgent community development need
The primary National Objective that is used is benefiting low- and moderate-income persons.
- A low- and moderate- income (LMI) person is defined as a member of a family having
an income equal to or less that the Section 8 Housing Assistance Payments Program
low-income limits established by HUD applicable to the size of the person’s family.
- A LMI household is defined as a household in which the total income of all of the
household members is equal to or less that the Section 8 Housing Assistance Payments
Program low-income limit established by HUD for an equivalent sized family.
- A household is defined as all persons occupying the same housing unit, regardless of
their relationship to each other.
- In order for an individual to qualify as LMI Limited Clientele the sub-grantee must
verify the household income and maintain this verification in their file. Primary
information acceptable is a copy of their latest signed IRS 1040 form with W-2’s.
Secondary or backup information includes: Bank Statements, Social Security Letter,
Retirement Verification, Utility Bill, etc. Contact the H&CD Program Manager with
any questions at (307) 637-6255.
- An area benefit activity is an activity which is available to benefit all the residents of an
area which is primarily residential and over 51% LMI. Low/Moderate Income Areas
are identified through the U.S. Census Bureau, Census Tract and Block percentages for
low/moderate areas. Contact the H&CD Program Manager for LMI areas in Cheyenne.
Projects that use the L/M Income Jobs - CFR 570.208(a)(4) National Objective
This is an activity which creates or retains permanent jobs, at least 51% of which, on a
full time equivalent (FTE) basis, are either held by L/M income persons or considered
to be available to L/M income persons. The household income must be identified.
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Primary information acceptable is a copy of their latest signed IRS 1040 form with W2’s. Secondary or backup information includes: Bank Statements, Social Security
Letter, Retirement Verification, etc.
Eligible Activities
CDBG Eligible Activities include, but are not limited to the following:
- Acquisition
- Public Facilities and Improvements
- Public Services
- Rehabilitation
- Homeownership Assistance
- Job Creation
Ineligible Activities/Costs
CDBG Ineligible Activities
- Buildings or portions thereof, used for the general conduct of government
- General government expenses
- Political activities
CDBG Ineligible Costs include, but are not limited to the following:
- Salaries
- Administrative Expenses
- Cost of operating or maintaining public facilities/improvements
- Cost of purchasing construction equipment
- Costs of furnishings and other personal items i.e. uniforms
- New construction of public housing
- Political activities
- Ongoing grants or non-emergency payments (over 3 months) to individuals for their food,
clothing, rent, utilities, or other income payments
- Creation of a secondary housing unit attached to a primary unit
- Costs of equipment, furnishings, or other personal property not an integral structural fixture
i.e window air conditioner, washer, dryer
- Labor costs for homeowners to rehabilitate their own property
- Gifts to clients
- Advertising not associated with personnel recruitment, procurement of goods and services,
and disposal of surplus property
- Costs incurred by advisory councils or committees unless specifically authorized by HUD
- Costs of alcoholic beverages
- Bad debts and/or any losses arising from un-collectible accounts
- Contributions and donations, including cash, property and services made by organization
regardless of recipient
- Donations to a contingency reserve or unforeseen events
- Costs of organized fundraising
- Fines and penalties resulting from violations or failure to comply with laws and regulations
- Membership expenses in lobbying organizations
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- Interest and other financial costs
- Personal items
- Legal fees
- Stipends or subsistence-type grant payments
For a complete description of eligible and ineligible costs, please see OMB Circular No. A122 and HUD 24 CFR 570.201 & 207.

CDBG Program Management Regulations
The program regulations governing the management and financial systems for the CDBG
program are promulgated by the federal government in 24 CFR Part 570, subparts J and K.
- Subpart J (24 CFR 570.500—570.513) is the general responsibilities for grant
administration, including uniform administrative requirement, provisions of sub-grantee
agreements, program income, use of real property, record-keeping and reporting, and
closeout procedures.
- Subpart K (24 CFR 570.600—570.614) deals with other CDBG program requirements such
as, civil rights, labor standards, environmental standards, flood insurance, relocation,
displacement, acquisition, employment and contracting opportunities, lead-based paint, use
of debarred, suspended or ineligible contractors, uniform administrative requirements and
cost principles, conflicts of interest and the Americans with Disabilities Act.
In addition to the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) there are three other categories of
requirements that affect the administrative procedures that sub-grantees must have in place in
order to receive grants:
- Administrative circulars from the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and
Department of the Treasury governing cost principles, administrative systems, fiscal
procedures and audit requirements for public and private grantees and sub-grantees.
- Federal regulations governing administrative and audit requirements for grants and
cooperative agreements (governmental sub-grantees) for which HUD has oversight
responsibilities.
- Executive Orders from the Office of the President implementing various equal employment
opportunity and environmental policies.

Organization
Sub-grantees must establish a system for record keeping that will assist the H&CD Office and
HUD in the management of the approved program. It will be important to simplify the
administration and monitoring of the CDBG Program by organizing your files. The
establishment of files both electronic and hard copy is critical to the activity success and for
effortless monitoring and public review.
Documentation to support compliance is
mandatory. Proper organization will help track important documentation during the life of the
activity. This section will provide an outline of a suggested filing system and records retention
that will meet the HUD monitoring requirements. Every sub-grantee is required to establish and
maintain at least three major categories of records:
- Administrative records are the files and records which apply to the overall administration
of CDBG activities. They will include personnel files, property management files,
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program policies and guidelines, CDBG related correspondence, contract and related
documents, legal documents and board minutes.
- Financial records will include accounting procedures, journals and ledgers, source
documentation (purchase orders, invoices, and canceled checks), bank account records,
financial reports, audit files, etc.
- Beneficiary records document activities and services provided to the individual
beneficiaries. Please note that income verification documentation is required for all clients.
These forms are kept on file to demonstrate compliance with the HUD guidelines for
meeting National Objectives. Proof of city residency must also be maintained.
In addition to the above documentation general service sub-grantees will need to maintain
complete records of the project.
- Acquisition projects need to maintain all correspondence with the owner. A copy of the
appraisal and lead based paint report. A copy of the purchase offer, along with the deed, title
evidence, and closing documents i.e. mortgage, and any other pertinent documentation.
- Construction projects need to maintain all Davis Bacon documentation to include: Copies of
wage determination, pre-construction conference minutes, certified payroll forms, interview
forms, apprentice certificate, and any other pertinent Davis Bacon documentation. Section 3
documentation also needs to be maintained especially if the contractor hires new workers. The
bid specifications packet, and actual proof of publication of the Bid Notice. All bids received
along with a bid comparison list. The contract documentation with the General and
Subcontractors and other related materials.
- Housing Rehabilitation projects need to maintain a copy of the established procedures for
conducting the housing rehabilitation program. Each house rehabilitated should have its own
file with bid documentation, scope of work, contracts, lead based paint inspection report, city
housing permit, home inspection reports, contractor invoice, homeowner demographic data
(income verification, race/ethnicity, etc.), before and after photo’s, etc.
All records must be accurate, complete and orderly. The City recommends that your agency
establish a separate filing system for all CDBG related files in an easily accessible location for
ease of monitoring. Keeping in mind that representatives of HUD, the Inspector General, the
General Accounting Office, the Comptroller General of the United States, the State Auditor’s
office, and the City of Cheyenne or any of their duly authorized representatives will have access
to any pertinent books, records, accounts, documents, papers, and other property belonging to or
by the sub-grantee in order to make audits, examinations, excerpts or transcripts.

Application Process
- A Notice of Funding Availability (NOFA) will be published in September.
- An application training session will be held the first Wednesday of October. Concept Papers
will be handed out. The Program Manager will be available to answer any questions via
phone, e-mail or in person and to provide technical support to ensure that the Scope of Work
Plan and Budget for the concept paper is in line with approved contract projects, activities and
HUD Matrix Codes.
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- Just a reminder, the CDBG funds are for new and innovative projects addressing community
needs, as gap money to address specific community needs not being met elsewhere, and as
capacity money to leverage funds and address a greater community need. This funding is not
intended for on-going operations.
- Concept Papers will be due the last week of October. Multiple applications are acceptable from
any applicant; however, a separate application must be submitted for each project. Projects
must be located within the corporate city limits of Cheyenne, or demonstrate that a majority of
the clients served reside within the city of Cheyenne. (For General Service projects the subgrantee will need to provide proof that over 51% are city residents. For Public Service projects
the city CDBG funds are not intended to serve non-city residents. You will need to verify city
residency i.e. BOPU bill.)
NOTE: If the sub-grantee will be doing a construction project they will need to inform their
contractor that Section 3 and Davis Bacon will apply to their project. Section 3 and Davis Bacon
verbiage will need to be included in the bid documentation. The H&CD Program Manager will
be able to assist with this verbiage. Also, if the contractor will be using apprentices then the
company and all apprentices need to be registered in the apprentice program with the U.S.
Department of Labor.
- A Public Hearing will be held the first Wednesday of November to inform the public which
agencies have applied for the funding. The concept papers will be available to review and/or
for comment.
- The sub-grantee will be notified after the public hearing if their concept paper has been chosen
to proceed to the application phase.
- Applications will be due the third week of December. Again the Program Manager will be
available to answer any questions via phone, e-mail or in person.
- If the application progresses to the next phase the sub-grantee will be invited to a Formal
Presentation in February.
- The sub-grantee will be notified after the Formal Presentations if their application has been
accepted and the dollar amount that is recommended.
- An Annual Action Plan will be written.
- The Action Plan will go before City Council in April.
- The sub-grantee will be asked to attend the public hearing, finance committee, and City
Council, in order to answer any questions that might be asked regarding their application.
- The Action Plan will then go to HUD for final approval. Approval should be received July 1.
(It could be as late as August 30.)
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Environmental Restrictions on Commitments and Site Disturbance
The H&CD Office will complete an environmental review. If the sub-grantee is doing a
construction project a Notice of Intent to Request a Release of Funds must be published and
approved by the HUD Environmental Office prior to starting the bidding process and signing the
Sub-Grantee Agreement. Public Service activities are considered exempt.
§ 58.22 Limitations on activities pending clearance.
(a) Neither a recipient nor any participant in the development process, including public or private
nonprofit or for-profit entities, or any of their contractors, may commit HUD assistance under a
program listed in § 58.1(b) on an activity or project until HUD or the state has approved the
recipient’s RROF and the related certification from the responsible entity. In addition, until the
RROF and the related certification have been approved, neither a recipient nor any participant in
the development process may commit non-HUD funds on or undertake an activity or project
under a program listed in § 58.1(b) if the activity or project would have an adverse
environmental impact or limit the choice of reasonable alternatives.
(b) If a project or activity is exempt under § 58.34, or is categorically excluded (except in
extraordinary circumstances) under § 58.35(b), no RROF is required and the recipient may
undertake the activity immediately after the responsible entity has documented its determination
as required in § 58.34(b) and § 58.35(d), but the recipient must comply with applicable
requirements under § 58.6.
(c) If a recipient is considering an application from a prospective subrecipient or beneficiary and
is aware that the prospective subrecipient or beneficiary is about to take an action within the
jurisdiction of the recipient that is prohibited by paragraph (a) of this section, then the recipient
will take appropriate action to ensure that the objectives and procedures of NEPA are achieved.
(d) An option agreement on a proposed site or property is allowable prior to the completion of
the environmental review if the option agreement is subject to a determination by the recipient
on the desirability of the property for the project as a result of the completion of the
environmental review in accordance with this part and the cost of the option is a nominal portion
of the purchase price. There is no constraint on the purchase of an option by third parties that
have not been selected for HUD funding, have no responsibility for the environmental review
and have no say in the approval or disapproval of the project.

Lead Based Paint Procedures
For all General Service rehabilitation projects for properties built before 1978 the subrecipient
will need to ensure that a lead based paint test is completed and documentation of the lead test
needs to be provided to the H&CD Office.
Federal law requires that individuals receive certain information before renovating six square
feet or more of painted surfaces in a room for interior projects or more than twenty square feet of
painted surfaces for exterior projects in housing, child care facilities and schools built before
1978.
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If the subrecipient is working with homeowners, the subrecipient will need to provide the
homeowner a copy of “Renovate Right” if the rehabilitation project requires paint to be
disturbed. The subrecipient will also need to ensure that if lead based paint is present that a lead
certified contractor performs the work. A copy of the contractor’s certification needs to be
provided to the H&CD Office.

Bid Process
- If the sub-grantee will be going through a bidding process they need to ensure that Section 3
and Davis Bacon verbiage is in their bid documents, to include apprentice certificate required.
The H&CD Office Program Manager is available to review the bid documentation and/or
attend the pre-bid meeting to explain these issues to the contractors.
- It is recommended that the bidding process does not proceed until after the sub-grantee
agreement has been signed. Bid documents can be prepared and ready to go with needed
verbiage.
Section 3 Clause
The City shall include the “Section 3 Clause” in all applicable covered bids and distribute the
appropriate forms related to the below paragraph to all interested parties prior to the opening
of bids and entering into contracts.
All Section 3 covered contracts shall include the following clause:
1. The work to be performed under this contract is subject to the requirements of Section 3 of
the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968, as amended, 12 U.S.C. 1701u (section
3). The purpose of Section 3 is to ensure that employment and other economic
opportunities generated by HUD assistance or HUD-assisted projects covered by Section 3
shall, to the greatest extent feasible, be directed to low- and very low-income persons,
particularly persons who are recipients of HUD assistance for housing.
2. The parties to this contract agree to comply with HUD’s regulations in 24 CFR part 135,
which implement Section 3. As evidenced by their execution of this contract, the parties to
this contract certify that they are under no contractual or other impediment that would
prevent them from complying with the part 135 regulations.
3. The contractor agrees to send to each labor organization or representative of workers with
which the contractor has a collective bargaining agreement or other understanding, if any,
a notice advising the labor organization or workers’ representative of the contractor’s
commitments under this Section 3 clause, and will post copies of the notice in conspicuous
places at the work site where both employees and applicants for training and employment
positions can see the notice. The notice shall describe the Section 3 preference, shall set
forth minimum number and job titles subject to hire, availability of apprenticeship and
training positions, the qualifications for each; and the name and location of the person(s)
taking applications for each of the positions; and the anticipated date the work shall begin.
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4. The contractor agrees to include this Section 3 clause in every subcontract subject to
compliance with regulations in 24 CFR part 135, and agrees to take appropriate action, as
provided in an applicable provision of the subcontract or in this Section 3 clause, upon a
finding that the subcontractor is in violation of the regulations in 24 CFR part 135. The
contractor will not subcontract with any subcontractor where the contractor has notice or
knowledge that the subcontractor has been found in violation of the regulations in 24 CFR
part 135.
5. The contractor will certify that any vacant employment positions, including training
positions, that are filled (1) after the contractor is selected but before the contract is
executed, and (2) with persons other than those to whom the regulations of 24 CFR part
135 require employment opportunities to be directed, were not filled to circumvent the
contractor’s obligations under 24 CFR part 135.
6. Noncompliance with HUD’s regulations in 24 CFR part 135 may result in sanctions,
termination of this contract for default, and debarment or suspension from future HUD
assisted contracts.
Davis Bacon
- The sub-grantee needs to ensure that if Davis Bacon is applicable to the project that the bid
documents include correct verbiage as well as a current wage determination.

Sub-Grantee Agreement Process
- If the sub-grantee will be creating L/M income jobs they must obtain proof of prior year
income from the applicant and maintain this proof in their files. Primary information
acceptable is a copy of their latest signed IRS 1040 form with W-2’s. Secondary or backup
information includes: Bank Statements, Social Security Letter, Retirement Verification, etc.
Job creation requires that at least 51% of new jobs, which on a full time equivalent (FTE)
basis, are either held by L/M income persons or considered to be available to L/M income
persons.
- The Sub-Grantee shall check the suspended and debarred listing at www.sam.gov to ensure
that all work being contracted out is not given to a company or individual on the suspended and
debarred list.
- A meeting will be set up for the sub-grantee to sign their sub-grantee agreement. This is the
first day that the sub-grantee can spend their funding. Nothing purchased prior to this date will
be reimbursed. A copy of the Public/General Service Checklist, current Section 8 Income Levels
Demographic Example, OMB Circular A-133, Sub recipient A-133 Audit Certification Letter, 24
CFR 84.21-28, 24 CFR 84.40-48, Section 3 Regulation, and Davis Bacon Documents to include:
Wage Determination, HUD 40-10, Interview Sheet - HUD-1, Certified Payroll – WH-347 will
be given to the sub-grantee.
- Each request for reimbursement must be accompanied with:
- Cover letter
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- Demographic Information
- income verification (client must fall below 80% AMI and sub-grantee must
maintain copies of verification documentation (IRS 1040 and W-2’s) in their
file. Note: Housing rehabilitation projects must submit this information to the
H&CD Office with their invoice.)
- racial/ethnic characteristics
- single head of household
- elderly
- disabled
- new or improved service
- city resident (sub-grantee must verify client lives in the city limits, i.e. get copy
of BOPU bill)
- invoice or receipt, and a final close out letter
General Service projects must also provide:
- Copies of all bid documents with scope of work
- Bid summary
- Verification that the lowest responsible bid was accepted (if applicable)
[if the sub-grantee only has one project that is bid for, then the bid documentation only
needs to accompany the first request for reimbursement]
- Lead based paint test results
- Davis Bacon documentation (interviews and signed certified payroll)
- Written monthly reports and requests for reimbursement are required for Public Service
projects. The Program Manager will be routinely contacting the sub-grantee via phone or email twice a month, or more frequently as needed, to check on the progress.
- Written quarterly reports are required for General Service projects (Nov, Feb, May, and Aug) to
keep the H&CD Office updated on the progress of the project. The Program Manager will be
routinely contacting the sub-grantee via phone or e-mail monthly, or more frequently as
needed, to check on the progress. If doing a construction project the Program Manager will
contact the sub-grantee twice a month, or more frequently, via phone, e-mail or site visits while
the work is in progress.
NOTE: Lack of communication can become a major issue. Therefore, the Cheyenne H&CD
Office (Grantee) will provide frequent (twice a month /monthly) oversight for the projects
throughout the year. The Grantee will communicate with the contact person or Director via email and/or phone and will visit the site for monitoring and possible tour. If there are problems
with an invoice or Davis Bacon documentation the H&CD Office will contact the agency via
phone or e-mail and the problems must be corrected prior to payment being processed.
- The Sub-Grantee is also required to provide the H&CD Office with updated Audited Financial
Statements and updated signed IRS 990 Forms. i.e. 2010 forms provided with application,
2011 and 2012 forms need to be provided during the grant cycle.
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- The H&CD Program Manager will send out a formal letter in May informing the sub-grantee
how their project is progressing and if the progress is satisfactory or un-satisfactory. The letter
will also include the percent of funding that has been reimbursed and the amount of funding
still available.
- All requests for reimbursement must be submitted prior to the deadline identified in the subgrantee agreement.
- If funding will not be spent by the deadline the sub-grantee will need to request an extension or
the funding will be recaptured. An extension might not be approved for Public Service grants.
- All sub-grantees are required to submit a final report when the grant year funds have been fully
expended. The report contains information on activities, for which Program funds are used, the
number of people serviced, the demographics of the people served and the source and amount
of matching funds expended.
- When the project has been closed with HUD then the Program Manager will send out a closing
letter to the sub-grantee.
NOTE: The Sub-Grantee agrees to acknowledge that the funds are Community Development
Block Grant funds in any publicity or news releases that are done for the project. It is
encouraged to keep photos of the project. Construction projects are required to have a photo
history of the project, before and after photos. Any stories and thank you notes need to be kept
with the file.

Monitoring
CDBG sub-grantees are responsible for planning and carrying out their project in accordance
with the rules and regulations of state and federal law. The City staff has the responsibility to
ensure that the sub-grantees are carrying out their projects in accordance with these applicable
laws and regulations. This includes a full review of the sub-grantees administrative methods,
program implementation and compliance with CDBG regulations.
In order for the H&CD Office to comply with its monitoring responsibilities of sub-grantee
projects funded under Title I of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974, as
amended, the following Monitoring Plan will be utilized.
Objectives:
- To determine if a sub-grantee is carrying out its CDBG program, and its individual activities, as
described in the application for CDBG assistance and the Sub-Grantee Agreement.
- To determine if a sub-grantee is carrying out its activities in a timely manner, in accordance
with the schedule included in the Sub-Grantee Agreement.
- To determine if a Sub-grantee is charging costs to the project that are eligible under applicable
laws and program regulations, and that they are reasonable in light of the services or products
delivered.
- To assess if the sub-grantee has a continuing capacity to carry out the approved project, as well
as future grants for which it may apply.
- To comply with the Federal monitoring requirements of 24 CFR 750.501(b) and with 85.40, as
applicable.
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- To determine if any conflicts of interest exists in the operation of the CDBG program, per 24
CFR 570.611
- To ensure that required records are maintained to demonstrate compliance with applicable
Regulations.
Guidelines:
The H&CD Office staff maintains frequent contact with sub-grantee personnel in order to
achieve the objectives cited above. The following are some of the standard procedures which
will be followed.
- Desk Monitoring.
The H&CD Office staff will conduct desk monitoring of the project file on a week/monthly
basis and/or every time a request for reimbursement is received. All demographic information,
Davis Bacon documentation, etc. will be reviewed and verified. If information is missing or
incomplete then the sub-grantee will be contacted via phone and/or e-mail and will need to
provide complete documentation before reimbursement can be made.
- Phone and E-Mail.
The H&CD Program Manager will maintain twice a month /monthly contact with the subgrantee via phone and/or e-mail. Contact with the sub-grantee will be maintained regularly in
order to provide overview of the project and to obtain updates on the status. The Program
Manager is available at (307) 637-6255 if the sub-grantee has any questions during the
program year.
- On-site Visits to Each Project.
The Sub-grantee will be informed of the time of an on-site visit, the purpose of the visit and the
general subject matter to be covered. An exit review of tentative conclusions will be held with
the Sub-grantee to be followed by a formal communication within thirty (30) days.
New Projects and New Sub-grantees: At a minimum, each project shall be visited at least
twice. The initial visit, preferably prior to a project’s start, will review the Sub-grantee’s
accounting system, review the Sub-grantee’s understanding of the program financial
requirements, review the Sub-grantees files for required policies and procedures, and review
the Sub-grantee’s records system for maintaining appropriate programmatic documentation.
The second monitoring visit will occur half way into the project. The visit shall review both
financial and programmatic records and files, accomplishments and progress in relation to
original expectations, programmatic objectives and federal objectives.
The organization for on-site administrative and programmatic monitoring will depend on the
type of project, but will include compliance with appropriate regulations and provision of
required documents. The files will be examined for completeness and a test for reasonableness
of expenditures. In addition, the following may also be included: Project Status Report,
Summary of Problems Encountered, and a Plan for Problem Resolution.
Continuing Project’s and Experienced Sub-grantees: At a minimum these projects will be
visited at least once each program year. The timing and content of these visits will be similar
to the second on-site visit detailed above.
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The intent of on-site monitoring is not just to assure compliance with CDBG program
requirements but is also structured to provide specific feedback to the sub-grantee about what
they have done well and what needs improvement.
The H&CD Advisory Council may also visit sub-grantees during the program year.

Corrective and Remedial Action
If it is determined that the sub-grantee has not met a requirement of the CDBG Program the
H&CD Office will provide written notice of this determination and give the sub-grantee an
opportunity to demonstrate within a stated timeline that it has done so. If the sub-grantee is
unable to demonstrate compliance, the H&CD Office will take corrective action or remedial
action. The corrective action will be designed to prevent a continuation of the deficiency;
mitigate; to the extent possible, its adverse effects or consequences; and prevent it recurrence
- Sub-grantees may be required to submit and comply with proposals for action to correct,
mitigate and prevent a performance deficiency through one or more of the following:
- Prepare and follow a schedule of actions for carrying out the affected activities,
consisting of schedules, timetables, and milestones necessary to implement the affected
activities;
- Establish and follow a management plan that assigns responsibilities for carrying out
the remedial action;
- Cancel or revise activities likely to be affected by the performance deficiency, before
expending program funding for the activity.
- Grant agreements may be terminated when corrective actions are not addressed within the
prescribed period. For further details, please contact H&CD Office staff and/or review the
applicable sub-grantee agreement.

Closeout Procedures
This section is designed to help you understand the process for ending a CDBG funded
Agreement. The CDBG grant closeout process takes place when:
- The project is complete,
- Monitoring has occurred, and
- All of the CDBG funds have been spent by the sub-grantee
The closeout of a contract is the process by which the sub-grantee has determined that all
required work under the Agreement has been completed. This means that all financial,
administrative and performance issues related to the activities undertaken by the sub-grantee
must be resolved to the satisfaction of both the sub-grantee and the H&CD Office. The following
is a general listing of steps for program closeout:
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Programmatic Closeout:
- The sub-grantee retains all program records for a period of four (4) years after the close out of
the Agreement;
- The sub-grantee submits to the City, no later than thirty (30) days past the end of the fiscal
year, an audit of expenditures prepared with the following columns:
1. Total amount budgeted
2. Total Expenditures
3. Balance of any funds remaining in your agency account at the end of the Agreement
term will be automatically reprogrammed to the general CDBG contingency account.

Final Program Evaluation and Reports:
- At the request of the H&CD Office, the sub-grantee shall submit a final program evaluation
report no more than thirty (30) days after the program year’s final date. This report
summarizes the final total of unduplicated clients served by the agency. It also summarizes the
agency’s accomplishments toward attaining the goals and objectives of the program. A
financial summary may also be requested.
- The final evaluation report analyzes the accomplishments and states any procedures or actions
that may have increased the effectiveness of the program.
- H&CD Office staff may schedule an evaluation meeting to review performance. The subgrantee is evaluated on program performance and financial record keeping with respect to
Agreement compliance. For public service programs, a participant evaluation of the services
may be required.

Recaptured Funding:
Any funding that is not spent by the Sub-Grantee will be recaptured and made available for
general service projects. If a Sub-Grantee has a project outside of the normal grant cycle they
are welcome to provide an out of cycle grant request to the H&CD Advisory Council. These out
of cycle requests will be reviewed on a first come first serve basis with emergency situations
given preference.
The recaptured funds can only be released after a full application has been received and
approved by the Advisory Council, a resolution has been approved by City Council, an
environmental review, and a NOI/RROF has been approved by HUD.
It will take a minimum of 5 months from the receipt of the application to the release of funds.

Sub-Grantee Agreement Modification:
This document will be updated/amended on an as needed basis by the H&CD Office Program
Manager and the H&CD Advisory Council.
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